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Abstract When using the Weather Research and Fore-

casting (WRF) modelling system it is necessary to choose

between many parametrisations for each physics option.

This study examines the performance of various physics

scheme combinations on the simulation of a series of

rainfall events near the south-east coast of Australia known

as East Coast Lows. A thirty-six member multi-physics

ensemble was created such that each member had a unique

set of physics parametrisations. No single ensemble

member was found to perform best for all events, variables

and metrics. This is reflected in the fact that different cli-

mate variables are found to be sensitive to different phys-

ical parametrisations. While a standardised super-metric

can be used to identify best performers, a step-wise deci-

sion approach described here, allows explicit recognition of

the ‘‘robustness’’ of choosing one parameterisation over

another, allowing the identification of a group of ‘‘equally

robustly’’ performing physics combinations. These results

suggest that the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic planetary boundary

layer scheme and the Betts-Miller-Janjic cumulus scheme

can be chosen with some robustness. Possibly with greater

confidence, the results also suggest that the Yonsei Uni-

versity planetary boundary layer scheme, Kain-Fritsch

cumulus scheme and RRTMG radiation scheme should not

be used in combination in this region. Results further

indicate that the selection of physics scheme options has

larger impact on model performance during the more

intensive rainfall events.

Keywords Australia � WRF � Physics parametrisation �
Regional climate modelling � Ensemble

1 Introduction

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) system is a

mesoscale numerical weather prediction system used for

operational forecasting, atmospheric research and dynam-

ical downscaling of Global Climate Models (GCMs). The

breadth of applications is possible due to the presence of

multiple options for the physics and dynamics of WRF,

enabling the user to optimise WRF for specific scales,

geographical locations and applications. Determining the

optimal combination of physics parametrisations to use is

an increasingly difficult task as the number of parametri-

sations increases. In this paper a range of physics combi-

nations are used to simulate a series of rainfall events

across south-east Australia for the purpose of optimising

WRF for dynamical downscaling in this region.

The East coast of Australia from north-east Victoria to

south-eastern Queensland is subject to heavy rain, strong

winds and large waves resulting from low pressure systems

adjacent to the Tasman Sea that develop from a variety of

synoptic and mesoscale systems (Speer et al. 2009). These

systems, referred to as ‘‘East Coast Lows’’ (ECLs), cause a

significant amount of damage along the east coast each

year. They are also a major source of water recharge for the

reservoirs serving coastal communities, and thus are both
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vital to, and dangerous for, human activities in the area. In

this study four ECLs with varying synoptic characteristics

are simulated in order to assess the models ability to cap-

ture these important events.

Dynamical downscaling (e.g. Deque et al. 2005; Frei

et al. 2003, 2006; Giorgi and Lionello 2008) is one of the

main methods with which the output data from coarse

resolution (about 100–300 km) GCMs are scaled to

regionally relevant resolutions (about 10–50 km), others

are statistical and pattern downscaling (e.g., Li and Smith

2009; Charles et al. 2004; Vidal and Wade 2008; Wilby

et al. 2003). No particular method is considered superior as

the skill of downscaling approach depends on data avail-

ability, regional and mesoscale climate as well as on the

meteorological variable in question (Fowler et al. 2007).

However, there is a fundamental difference amongst the

methods, as statistical and pattern scaling methods largely

reproduce the change patterns of the GCMs, relying on

relationships established between local and large scale

variables as defined in observed climates, whilst dynamical

models are able to produce local climate changes that are

different from the large-scale estimates. For the purpose of

studying ECLs, dynamical downscaling is the only viable

method as it alone enables investigation into the processes

associated with the formation of the lows.

It has become common practice to produce an ensemble

of climate simulations in order to provide a measure of the

uncertainty associated with climate projections. There are

several methods for producing these ensembles that can be

broadly classified into three groups. Initial (and/or bound-

ary) condition perturbation, perturbation of physical

parameters (‘‘physics ensemble’’) and the use of many dif-

ferent climate models (‘‘multi-model ensemble’’). Within

the WRF modelling system the ability to use different

physics parametrisations allows the creation of an ensemble

that lies in character between a physics ensemble and a

multi-model ensemble. Here we refer to this as a multi-

physics ensemble. By choosing combinations of two Plan-

etary Boundary Layer (PBL) schemes, two cumulus (cu)

schemes, three microphysics (mp) schemes and three radi-

ation (ra) schemes, a 36 member multi-physics ensemble is

created and evaluated against observations and analyses.

A number of previous studies have investigated multi-

physics ensembles produced within the WRF modelling

system. Jankov et al. (2005) investigated an 18 member,

12 km resolution ensemble created using three cu para-

metrisations, three mp parametrisations and two PBL

parametrisations with an earlier version of WRF. They

evaluated the performance over eight mesoscale convective

systems in the USA. They found that no single physics

combination performed best for all events; the cu scheme

had the largest effect followed by the PBL scheme and

lastly the mp scheme. Jankov et al. (2007) evaluated an

eight member, 3 km resolution ensemble created using four

mp schemes and two PBL schemes. They assessed the

quantitative precipitation forecast over four events in

California with simulations extending for 24 h. They found

statistically significant differences between some mp

schemes regardless of the initialisation, while differences

between the PBL schemes were only significant given a

particular initialisation. It is worth noting that no cu

scheme was used in this study.

Flaounas et al. (2011) investigated a six member, 50 km

resolution ensemble over west Africa created using three

cu schemes and two PBL schemes. Each simulation was for

6 months as opposed to previous studies which were

focused on events. They found that over a season the PBL

schemes had the strongest effect on temperature, humidity

vertical distribution and rainfall amount. The cu schemes

had the largest impact on the dynamics and the rainfall

variability. Overall they found that the combination of the

Kain-Fritsch cu scheme and the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic

PBL scheme provided the best simulation of the west

African monsoon. The Betts-Miller-Janjic cu scheme was

not tested in this study.

More recently Burkovsky and Karoly (2009) tested

several aspects of the WRF modelling system including

two land surface models and two cu schemes. WRF was

run for 4 months at 30 km resolution over the USA. The

two cu schemes were found to perform similarly in terms

of mean precipitation everywhere except over Florida

where the Kain-Fritsch scheme performed better than the

Betts-Miller-Janjic scheme and hence was chosen for

future studies.

The split of these previous studies into those that

investigate events and those that investigate seasons high-

lights the challenge presented to physical parametrisations

and to the modellers that must choose them. Do they focus

on performing well during events that are often chosen

because they are a particular type of large or even extreme

event? Or do they attempt to get the long term means

correct when these may be dominated by extended periods

of light or no rain? Performing large multi-physics

ensembles over seasonal time scales is computationally

prohibitive while event based studies can investigate much

more comprehensive ensembles. In this study, a compro-

mise between these two approaches is taken. Events are

chosen that represent the most common storm types on the

Australian east coast (Speer et al. 2009) accounting for

*85% of events. Each event is then modelled using a

comprehensive 36 member multi-physics ensemble over a

2-week period such that the evaluation is performed not

just on the peak of the storm but on the pre- and post-storm

climate as well. This paper is focused on the statistical

characterisation of the skill of various WRF configurations

in this part of the world. As such, the evaluations are
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performed over the entire south-east Australia domain

rather than just the storm centres and it is the aggregate

performance over the entire region and many events which

is of most interest.

Descriptions of the ECL events simulated are given in

Sect. 2. The WRF model set-up and physics parametrisa-

tions used are presented in Sect. 3. Descriptions of various

statistical measures employed in the evaluation along with

the observational datasets can be found in Sect. 4. Results

are presented in Sect. 5 along with a discussion of methods

for selecting the ‘‘optimal’’ physics combination in Sect.

5.3 and conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Case studies

The four case studies are presented that focus on events

occurring on 8th June 2007, 4th January 2008, 4th

November 2007 and 23rd August 2008. The characteristics

of each storm differ with the first two being large, flood

producing storms in winter and summer respectively, while

the latter two produce less precipitation.

2.1 Newcastle storm (8th June 2007): NEWY low

The storm over the central New South Wales (NSW)

coastline on the 8th of June 2007 caused extensive damage

in and around Newcastle with extensive flooding

throughout its suburbs. It was responsible for nine deaths,

over $1.5 billion in damage costs and is most well known

for grounding the Pasha Bulker bulk coal carrier on a city

beach. Maximum winds speeds of 70 knots and wave

heights of 14.1 m were recorded (Mills et al. 2010).

The storm was a type of ECL known as an Easterly

Trough Low (ETL) (Speer et al. 2009). The surface trough

extended from off the coast of Queensland south-west into

central NSW. A low centre developed within this trough

off northern NSW. The low pressure centre moved south,

deepening as it approached a developing high pressure

ridge to its south. This produced a very strong pressure

gradient on its southern flank. The low remained close to

the coast for *12 h before moving south-east into the

Tasman Sea.

2.2 Surfers Paradise storm (4th January 2008):

SURFERS low

The storm over south-east Queensland and north-east NSW

on the 4th of January 2008 caused flash flooding through-

out the region including in Surfers Paradise. This flooding

left many areas along the Logan and Albert Rivers isolated

for several days and caused significant damage to

agriculture, bridges and roads but no lives were lost during

this event.

The storm developed from a tropical low which per-

sisted for some time over the Coral Sea. On the 3rd of

January the low centre began to track south-east and by the

4th of January it was positioned off the south Queensland

coast. Coincidentally, an upper low moved in over the

region. The two systems interacted to produce extreme

rainfall rates. A high pressure system centre over New

Zealand produced a strong pressure gradient south of the

low centre and associated strong onshore winds. This ECL

is in the ex-Tropical Cyclone (xTC) type of Speer et al.

(2009).

2.3 Continental low (4th November 2007): CTLOW

low

Unlike the first two events, this event did not cause floods.

This storm produced precipitation in southern Queensland

and NSW. This type of storm is known as a Continental

Low (CL) and involves a low pressure centre originating in

the Indian Ocean or Great Australian Bight and moving

overland to the east coast. In this case the low extends

across the country from the north-west as a trough before a

new low pressure centre establishes itself in the south-east.

This development from an inland trough means this system

shares some characteristics from both the inland trough

lows and the lows in westerlies events described in Speer

et al. (2009).

2.4 Southern secondary low (23rd August 2008):

SOLOW low

This storm was a mild event compared to the first two

events. It produced widespread showers and some coastal

thunderstorms. It is an example of ECL systems known as

Southern Secondary Low (SSL). This low formed at the

surface as a cut off low in the wake of a cold front before

moving northward. SSL events are similar to the ‘‘wave on

a front’’ events described in Speer et al. (2009).

3 Model configuration

The physics ensemble was generated using the WRF sys-

tem with Advanced Research WRF (ARW) version 3.2.1

hosted at the National Center of Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) (Skamarock et al. 2008). The planetary boundary

layer schemes, surface layers, cumulus schemes, radiation

schemes and microphysics schemes are alternated in the

ensemble and described in Sect. 3.2, all experiments use

the Noah land surface model.
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Each integration is a nested run (one way nesting), with

spectral nudging of the parent domain. Nudging is done

only to the winds and geopotential of the upper atmo-

sphere. The spatial resolution of the outer domain is 0.44

degrees (approximately 50 km) and 0.088 degrees for the

inner domain (approximately 10 km). The outer domain

follows the COordinated Regional climate Downscaling

Experiment (CORDEX) Australasia domain (http://wcrp.

ipsl.jussieu.fr/SF_RCD_CORDEX.html) and the inner

domain comprises south-east Australia and the ECL

domains (Fig. 1). WRF has previously been shown to per-

form well over a similar south-east Australia domain (Evans

and McCabe 2010). The vertical resolution of the model is

30 eta levels spaced closer together in the PBL. Boundary

conditions and initial starting conditions were derived from

ERA-Interim using 30 atmospheric levels and 4 soil levels

(http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-interim).

Four different ECL storms were used as test cases for

the multi-physics ensemble (Fig. 2). For each storm we

choose a 14 day window centred on the peak of the storm.

In the subsequent analysis the first day of each simulation

is considered ‘‘spin-up’’ and therefore ignored.

3.1 Model modification

Minor modifications were made to the WRF code to enable

annually varying CO2 concentration in the Rapid Radiative

Transfer Models (RRTM and RRTMG) long wave radia-

tion schemes and to include irrigation processes in the land

surface scheme. Annual atmospheric CO2 concentrations

from Baring Head, New Zealand (41.4�S, 174.9�E)

(Keeling et al. 2005) were used to provide a regionally

representative CO2 concentration for the region. The

annual values were linearly weighted to give daily values

of CO2 for the WRF integrations. The irrigation scheme

involves implementation of flood, drip and sprinkler irri-

gation processes into the land surface scheme Noah; tar-

geting only grid cells classified as irrigated crops or

pasture. The default setting for the integrations was drip-

irrigation, which implies that crops always have enough

moisture to transpire without being stressed but no excess

water is added as described in Evans and Zaitchik (2008).

The scheme is active only for the period August 1st to

March 15th, defining the summer season in the Southern

Hemisphere.

3.2 Ensemble design

WRF comprises multiple options for most physics schemes

enabling the user to optimise the model for a range of

spatial and temporal resolutions and climatologically dif-

ferent geographical regions. Here we investigate the per-

formance of different options, commonly used for real data

applications, in five physics schemes to simulate four

storms occurring over South East Australia. The schemes

tested are: the microphysics scheme, the short and long-

wave radiation schemes, the cumulus scheme and the

planetary boundary layer scheme.

The micro-physics scheme involves the simulation of

explicitly resolved water, cloud and precipitation pro-

cesses. WRF supports a range of options with varying

complexity where the more complex options including

mixed-phase processes (interaction of ice and water parti-

cles) are generally intended for simulations on less than

10 km resolution. For this experiment we focus on simple

to medium complexity schemes: the WRF Single Moment

3-class (WSM3) scheme, the WRF Single Moment 5-class

scheme and the WRF Double Moment 5-class (WDM5)

scheme. The WSM3 is the simplest scheme, predicting

cloud water/ice, vapour and rain/snow (3 classes). It

Fig. 1 Topographic map

showing the outer and inner (in

red) WRF model domain and

state borders. All analyses are

conducted in the inner domain

minus a boarder of 6 grid cells.

The grid cell resolution of the

outer/inner domain is 48.9/

9.8 km
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assumes cloud water and rain for temperatures above

freezing and cloud ice and snow for temperatures below

freezing. The WSM5 scheme is the more complex version

of WSM3 including 5 classes (could water, cloud ice, rain,

snow, vapour). Because the different states of cloud water

and precipitation are stored separately the scheme allows

for supercooled water to exist and snow can gradually melt

when falling. Both WSM schemes follow Hong et al.

(2004). The third scheme (WDM5) is a version of WSM5

that includes double moment prediction for warm rain (Lim

and Hong 2010). The single moment schemes use an

assumed distribution function for the hydrometeor size

while the double moment approach explicitly calculates the

hydrometeor number concentrations, thus allowing flexi-

bility in the hydrometeor size distribution.

The short and long-wave radiation schemes determine

the radiative fluxes in WRF and thus the temperature ten-

dencies in the atmosphere. Here we test three schemes for

long-wave: the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)

(Mlawer et al. 1997), the RRTM for application to GCMs

(RRTMG) and the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model

(CAM 3.0) (Collins et al. 2004). The three schemes for

short-wave are Dudhia (Dudhia 1989), RRTMG and CAM.

Whilst all long-wave schemes interact with clouds, only

RRTMG and CAM interact with trace gases and aerosols.

Of the three short-wave options, Dudhia represents the

least complex option with CAM and RRTMG including

interactions with O3, CO2, aerosols and to varying degree

trace gases. The radiation schemes are tested in short and

long-wave pairs as they are commonly used. These pairs

for short and long-wave are: Dudhia ? RRTM, RRTMG ?

RRTMG, and CAM ? CAM.

The cumulus scheme details the sub-grid processes

associated with convective clouds and operates only on

individual columns where the scheme is triggered. The

scheme also provides the convective component of rainfall.

Here we use two cumulus schemes, the Kain-Fritsch (KF)

scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990, 1993; Kain 2004) and the

Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ) scheme (Betts and Miller 1986,

Betts 1986; Janjic 1994, 2000). The KF scheme utilises a

simple cloud model that simulates moist up/down drafts,

detrainment and entrainment effects. It is triggered when

an air parcels temperature at its lifting condensation level

(plus a temperature perturbation) is larger than the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2 Mapped AWAP rainfall

totals (mm) (excluding first day

of simulation period) for each

case study period: a NEWY,

b SURFERS, c CTLOW and

d SOLOW. Black lines denote

state borders
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environmental air, and the parcel retains a positive vertical

velocity over a depth that exceeds a minimum cloud depth

(*3 to 4 km). The BMJ scheme is a convective adjustment

scheme designed to adjust instabilities in the environment

by generating deep convection if sufficient moisture is

available. It can also generate shallow non-precipitating

convection. The BMJ scheme removes vertical instabilities

by adjusting the model profile of temperature and moisture

toward reference profiles. The original development of the

BMJ scheme focussed on observations of convection in the

tropics but it has since been validated extensively

throughout the globe.

The surface layer determines the friction velocities and

exchange coefficients for the surface heat and moisture

fluxes and is tied to the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL)

scheme that determines the vertical sub-grid fluxes due to

eddy transports in the rest of the atmospheric column. Here

we use two combinations of the two schemes: the Yonsei

University PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) together with the

MM5 similarity theory surface layer scheme (Paulson 1970;

Dyer and Hicks 1970; Webb 1970) and the Mellor-Yamada-

Janjic PBL scheme (Janjic 1994) together with the Eta

similarity theory surface layer. The former PBL scheme is a

non-local closure scheme whilst the latter is a local-closure

scheme. Both surface layer schemes use Monin–Obukhov

similarity theory. In total, 36 ensemble members were

generated for each case study region (Table 1).

4 Model evaluation

4.1 Observation data

Two different data sets were used for the evaluation process:

gridded minimum and maximum temperature (Tmax and

Tmin) and daily rainfall totals from the Australian Water

Availability project (AWAP) (http://www.bom.gov.au/

jsp/awap/; downloaded on the 6th October 2010) described

in Jones et al. (2009), and 6 hourly analysis fields of winds

and mean sea level pressure (mslp) from the Australian

Bureau of Meteorology’s limited area model MesoLAPS

(Weinzierl et al. 2008). Gridded data from AWAP and

MesoLAPS were re-gridded to the grid specifications of the

WRF output data using inverse distance weighting.

4.2 Evaluation statistics

The ensembles ability to simulate the meteorological

conditions of the four case study periods were assessed

using methods that quantify bias in magnitude and mea-

sures similarity in temporal and spatial variability.

On a grid cell basis, the simulations are evaluated using

the mean bias and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):

Bias ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

Mi � Oi ð1Þ

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

i¼1

Mi � Oi

vuut ð2Þ

where N is total number of comparisons, M is the modelled

value and O is the observation value.Spatial similarity on

grid cell level is measured with Pearson’s product-moment

correlation coefficient (Eq. 3) and for rainfall accumulations

we use a Fractional Skill Score (FSS) following the

methodology outlined in Roberts and Lean (2008).

r ¼

PN

i¼1

ðMi �MÞðOi � OÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PN

i¼1

ðMi �MÞ2
s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

PN

i¼1

ðOi � OÞ2
s ð3Þ

In Roberts and Lean (2008) the fractional skill score is

used to identify the optimal scale for capturing convective

events in numerical forecasting. Here, it is merely used as a

tool to identify differences in ability to capture the

positioning of the rainfall accumulations between the

different ensemble members. The method involves 3

steps, first the observed and forecast field are converted

to binary fields where grid cells with rainfall above a

certain threshold is denoted with 1 and those below with 0.

Following Kjellström et al. (2010), we define dry rainfall

days as days with less than 1 mm of rainfall, consequently

for these days simulated rainfall is set to 0. To avoid strong

sensitivity to bias in magnitude between the WRF and

observed fields thresholds are based on individual

percentiles (here the 99th percentile to identify the area

with highest accumulated rainfall). The second step

involves computing fractions for every grid cell based on

its surrounding grid cells within a defined neighbourhood,

i.e. for every grid point in the binary field a fraction is

computed of surrounding grid cells within a given square

of length n that have a value of 1 (where n defines the

length of the neighbourhood in the column and row

direction, here we used a neighbourhood of 9 grid cells):

O nð Þ i; jð Þ¼ 1

n2

Xn

k¼1

Xn

l¼1

IO iþk�1�ðn�1Þ
2

jþ l�1�ðn�1Þ
2

� �

ð4Þ

M nð Þ i; jð Þ¼ 1

n2

Xn

k¼1

Xn

l¼1

IM iþk�1�ðn�1Þ
2

jþl�1�ðn�1Þ
2

� �

ð5Þ

where, i and j denote position in the WRF domain grid

and k and l denote the position within the neighbourhood

domain, matrices IO and IM are the binary fields of the
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observed and WRF data respectively. In the third step,

the O and M matrices are used to calculate the FSS.

First, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is calculated for the

observed and WRF fields for each neighbourhood

domain of length n:

MSEðnÞ ¼
1

NxNy

XNx

i¼1

XNy

j¼1

OðnÞi; j � NðnÞi; j

� �2 ð6Þ

where Nx/Ny is the number of columns/rows in the WRF

domain. Second, a reference MSE is calculated, which

Table 1 Ensemble design, physics options for planetary boundary

layer (Yonsei University (YSU), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ)),

surface layer physics (MM5, Eta), cumulus scheme (Kain-Fritsch

(KF), Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ)), micro-physics scheme (WRF Single

Moment 3-class (WSM3), WRF Single Moment 5-class (WSM5),

WRF Double Moment 5-class (WDM5)), long wave and short wave

radiation schemes [Dudhia, Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

(RRTM), Community Atmosphere Model version 3 (CAM), Rapid

Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG)]

Ensemble member Planetary boundary layer

physics/surface layer physics

Cumulus physics Micro-physics Shortwave/longwave

radiation physics

1 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 3 class Dudhia/RRTM

2 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 3 class CAM/CAM

3 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 3 class RRTMG/RRTMG

4 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

5 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 5 class CAM/CAM

6 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WSM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

7 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WDM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

8 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WDM 5 class CAM/CAM

9 YSU/MM5 similarity KF WDM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

10 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 3 class Dudhia/RRTM

11 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 3 class CAM/CAM

12 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 3 class RRTMG/RRTMG

13 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

14 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 5 class CAM/CAM

15 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WSM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

16 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WDM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

17 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WDM 5 class CAM/CAM

18 YSU/MM5 similarity BMJ WDM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

19 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 3 class Dudhia/RRTM

20 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 3 class CAM/CAM

21 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 3 class RRTMG/RRTMG

22 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

23 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 5 class CAM/CAM

24 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WSM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

25 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WDM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

26 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WDM 5 class CAM/CAM

27 MYJ/Eta similarity KF WDM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

28 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 3 class Dudhia/RRTM

29 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 3 class CAM/CAM

30 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 3 class RRTMG/RRTMG

31 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

32 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 5 class CAM/CAM

33 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WSM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG

34 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WDM 5 class Dudhia/RRTM

35 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WDM 5 class CAM/CAM

36 MYJ/Eta similarity BMJ WDM 5 class RRTMG/RRTMG
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represents the largest possible MSE that can be obtained

from the WRF and observed fractions:

MSEðnÞref ¼
1

NxNy

XNx

i¼1

XNy

j¼1

O2ðnÞi; j þ
XNx

i¼1

XNy

j¼1

M2ðnÞi; j

" #
ð7Þ

Finally, the FSS can be calculated as:

FSSðnÞ ¼
MSEðnÞ �MSEðnÞref

MSEðnÞperfect �MSEðnÞref
¼ 1�

MSEðnÞ
MSEðnÞref

ð8Þ

where, MSE(n)perfect is the MSE of a perfect model inte-

gration for neighbourhood n, which equals zero.

The fields that are compared in the calculation of the

FSS represent the rainfall ‘climatology’ of the 2-week

period. Since these are essentially cumulated fields, the

comparisons/validations focuses foremost on their broad

scale characteristics. In using the FSS score, we aim to

identify how well the simulated integrations capture the

positioning and evolution of the storm centre. For this

reason we use only the 99th percentile exceedances and

remove spatial patterns on scales smaller than typical

convective scale.

5 Results

5.1 Temporal characteristics of rainfall event

The amount of simulated rainfall falling on each day within

the study period is validated against AWAP data over the

entire domain, excluding the first simulation day which is

considered to comprise the spin-up period. The statistics

reported here are calculated as a grid cell average over the

entire domain each day.

The NEWY results are shown in Fig. 3. For NEWY, the

main rainfall event starts between day 4 and 5 and ends

between days 8 and 9 with most simulations indicating a

1 day delay in the onset as well as in the termination of the

event (Fig. 3a). The majority of simulations overestimate

the rainfall amounts, particularly for days 6–8. The bias

between ensemble members and the AWAP rainfall are

illustrated in Fig. 3b, indicating a range between -5 and

12 mm. The bias plot highlight two groups of simulations

displaying clear overestimation of rainfall at the peak of

the event, these correspond to simulations using the KF

cumulus physics. The group of simulations with overall

smaller daily bias at the peak of the event are those using

MYJ PBL physics in combination with the BMJ cumulus

physics. This event entrained tropical air masses over a

warmer than average sea surface into the mid-latitudes.

While the strong on-shore winds and precipitation occurred

well outside the tropics the storm displayed some tropical

characteristics. The relaxation time-scale of the BMJ

scheme, that has been largely calibrated on observed

tropical systems, limited the precipitation production (and

hence bias) compared to the KF cu scheme. Also apparent

is that the local-closure PBL scheme (MYJ) entrained

moisture into the lower atmosphere in a manner that more

effectively triggered the KF cu scheme. The simulation

with the smallest mean absolute difference to the AWAP

data is ensemble member 32, marked as red in Fig. 3a.

Fig. 3 The upper panel shows

spatially averaged daily rainfall

[mm] simulated by WRF,

AWAP daily rainfall totals and

closest WRF ensemble member

for case study NEWY. The

lower panel shows the bias

[mm] for each day and

ensemble member between

WRF and AWAP
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For SURFERS, AWAP data indicate that the main

rainfall event takes place over day 7–day 10 peaking at day

8 (Fig. 4a). The majority of the WRF simulations display

an increase in rainfall around day 7 but the duration is

generally longer by at least 1 day and for a large proportion

of simulations rainfall totals peak at day 9. Furthermore,

for the majority of the simulations the rainfall magnitude is

underestimated for the early part of the rainfall event (day

7–8) and over-estimated for much of the later part of the

event (Fig. 4a). The individual bias per ensemble member

is shown in Fig. 4b, ranging between -4 and 12 mm.

There is no clear pattern of physics combination that stands

out as performing better, however the BMJ cumulus

scheme is somewhat better compared to the KF scheme.

The daily rainfall totals of simulation 34 is marked with a

red line in Fig. 4a, showing a very similar temporal evo-

lution of the rainfall event to that of the AWAP data.

For CTLOW, the main rainfall event occurs earlier

during the 2 week window, between day 3 and 7 (Fig. 5a).

Although the majority of simulations get the peak amount

of daily rainfall approximately correct for the first rainfall

peak, the secondary rainfall peak simulated for day 8–9

tends to be overestimated compared to the observations.

The first peak is due to a broad trough moving across the

domain, the second is caused by the development of an

East Coast Low. Most of the models have this low develop

closer to the coast than was observed and thus they produce

more precipitation over land then was observed. The range

of bias for CTLOW ranges between -3 and 8 mm with the

better performing simulation using the YSU PBL scheme

(Fig. 5b). The simulation with least overall bias for

CTLOW is simulation 16, marked as a red line in Fig. 5a.

The SOLOW case study is the weakest rainfall event

of the four, with a minor peak of rainfall over day 4–6

(Fig. 6a). All simulations perform well in terms of the

magnitude of the event although similar to CTLOW, a

large number of simulations overestimate a secondary

event late in the period. This secondary event was asso-

ciated with a trough moving in from the north-west

bringing air masses from over the continent. Models that

overestimated this rainfall tended to allow the trough to

extend further south and intensify more than was

observed. The bias graph show two clusters of simulations

with better simulations to the overall ensemble (Fig. 6b),

these are simulations using the KF cu scheme (particu-

larly when in combination with PBL scheme MYJ). In

this case, with a more continental air mass, it is the BMJ

cu scheme coupled to the YSU PBL scheme that tends to

produce an overly intensified trough and induce too much

large scale precipitation. Due to the smaller event, biases

are lesser for SOLOW with a range between -1 and

3 mm, with the best performing ensemble member being

29 (Fig. 6).

While the outer domain uses spectral nudging to keep

the large scale systems in sync with the reanalysis, the

inner domain does not. Thus, features may progress

Fig. 4 The upper panel shows

spatially averaged daily rainfall

[mm] simulated by WRF,

AWAP daily rainfall totals and

closest WRF ensemble member

for case study SURFERS. The

lower panel shows the bias

[mm] for each day and

ensemble member between

WRF and AWAP
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through the inner domain at a different rate to that

observed. This accounts for at least part of the errors

associated with the temporal evolution of the case studies.

While there is no physics combination that best captures

the temporal evolution of all four case studies, three out of

the four contain the MYJ PBL scheme, the BMJ cu scheme

and the Dudhia/RRTM ra scheme. No preference for a

particular mp scheme was found.

Fig. 5 The upper panel shows

spatially averaged daily rainfall

[mm] simulated by WRF,

AWAP daily rainfall totals and

closest WRF ensemble member

for case study CTLOW. The

lower panel shows the bias

[mm] for each day and

ensemble member between

WRF and AWAP

Fig. 6 The upper panel shows

spatially averaged daily rainfall

[mm] simulated by WRF,

AWAP daily rainfall totals and

closest WRF ensemble member

for case study SOLOW. The

lower panel shows the bias

[mm] for each day and

ensemble member between

WRF and AWAP
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5.2 Sensitivity to physical parametrisations

The relative influence of different parameter schemes on

bias (Eq. 1) between WRF and verification data is illus-

trated in Fig. 7. For Tmin, Tmax, MSLP, and wind speed, the

statistics are calculated as the spatial average of the dif-

ference in the 2 week mean fields, whilst for rainfall the

statistics are calculated for the 2 week total fields. Fur-

thermore, for Tmin, Tmax and rainfall only land grid cells

were used for comparison to correspond with the AWAP

data, while the MSLP and wind speed are calculated over

the entire domain.

The bias values for rainfall show that WRF is overes-

timating rainfall to some degree in almost all case studies

and configurations with some exceptions (SURFERS in

simulations 1–4, 6–9, 13, 14, 17, 25, 31 and simulation 32

for NEWY) (Fig. 7a). Large positive biases (i.e. overesti-

mation) are shown for the SURFERS case when using PBL
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Fig. 7 Bias in a Rain, b Tmax,

c Tmin, d MSLP, e Wind speed

and f the actual FSS score for

each ensemble member and case

study period
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scheme MYJ in combination with cu scheme KF. Overall,

cu scheme BMJ is associated with somewhat smaller biases

in all case studies (i.e., simulations 10–18 and 28–36). For

Tmax, biases are connected to the ra scheme, as RRTM/

Dudhia and CAM/CAM simulations tend to underestimate

Tmax whilst RRTMG/RRTMG simulations tend to overes-

timate Tmax, particularly for case studies SOLOW,

CTLOW and NEWY (Fig. 7b). A similar dependence on

the ra scheme is found for biases in Tmin (Fig. 7c). How-

ever, for Tmin, the PBL scheme shows the largest influence

on the bias values. When in combination with PBL scheme

YSU, all simulations show positive bias with particularly

large values for case studies SOLOW and NEWY and

somewhat less so for SURFERS and CTLOW. For

ensembles that use PBL scheme MYJ, Tmin bias vary

amongst case studies, where positive bias is found for most

SOLOW and NEWY cases whilst biases for SURFERS and

CTLOW are almost always negative.

Dependence on PBL and cu parametrisations are also

evident in the biases for the two mass-field variables MSLP

and wind speed (Fig. 7d and e respectively). In the former,

simulations using PBL scheme YSU are mainly negative

(larger when in combination with cu scheme KF) whilst

those using PBL scheme MYJ show both negative and

positive biases, depending on the case study. The combi-

nation of PBL scheme MYJ with cu scheme KF gives

mixed biases though SURFERS and CTLOW tend to be

negative. The combination of PBL scheme MYJ with cu

scheme BJM, tends to produce positive biases. The most

complex pattern of biases amongst the ensemble members

are found for wind speed (Fig. 7e). Although it is clear that

biases for the different case periods appear to shift

according to PBL and cu schemes conclusions are difficult

to make due to the mixed response amongst the case

studies. However, some general observations can be made,

large biases appear to be associated with cu scheme KF as

shown for NEWY in ensembles 1–9 (positive biases) and

SURFERS in ensembles 19–27 (negative biases).

Values of FSS calculated for each ensemble member

and each event are shown in Fig. 7f. Overall, NEWY and

CTLOW, tend to have higher scores (and thus better) than

SURFERS and SOLOW. No particular parametrisation is

consistently better than its rivals though the YSU PBL

scheme does produce more consistently high values in

these cases. Large variations in FSS scores are found for

SURFERS though no dependence on physics parametri-

sation can be identified. The only clear parametrisation

preference is in the SOLOW case where the MYJ PBL

scheme performs considerably better then the YSU

scheme.

Taylor diagrams provide a method to display standard

deviations, centred root mean square difference and the

pattern correlation on one plot. Using these three measures,

the performance of the WRF simulations for each event are

evaluated against gridded fields of observed precipitation,

Tmax, and Tmin, as well as analysis fields of wind and

MSLP.

In most cases there is little difference in performance of

the various parametrisations, however there are several

cases when differences between the performance of the cu

schemes can be found. This is shown in Fig. 8a–g where

BMJ performs better than KF in 5 of the 7 comparisons

shown. The rest of the time they perform similarly (not

shown). The PBL scheme made the largest difference after

the cumulus scheme, though the spread between simula-

tions was generally small. However, in this case different

PBL schemes performed better depending on variable and

case study examined. The YSU scheme performed better

for SURFERS-rain, wind and MSLP (not shown);

CTLOW-MSLP (not shown); and NEWY-wind (not

shown). MYJ performed better (sometimes marginally)

for SURFERS-Tmax, Tmin (not shown); CTLOW-Tmin;

NEWY-rain, Tmin (not shown); and SOLOW-MSLP (not

shown), rain, Tmax (not shown), wind. Thus MYJ outper-

formed YSU 9-5 in these comparisons. Ra and mp schemes

both tended to make only small differences that are gen-

erally not large enough to differentiate the simulations.

Figure 8h shows a slight preference for CAM ra scheme

and WDM5 mp scheme. Figure 8i shows a typical spread

due to PBL, ra and mp schemes demonstrating only small

differences in the simulation quality produced.

5.3 Identifying the optimal physics scheme

combination

To identify the ensemble member with the overall best

performance in terms of simulating temperature, MSLP,

wind speed and rain, various metrics were calculated and

combined using four different methods. The metrics used

for the ranking are RMSE, MAE and R for Tmin, Tmax,

MSLP and wind speed. These FSS score was used for the

rainfall totals.

Some manipulation of the metrics was necessary prior to

ranking the ensemble members: (i) the R and FSS scores

were inverted so that smaller values (closer to zero) rep-

resent better simulations, (ii) centred RMSE and MAE were

standardised by their respective maxima. Thus, all metrics

exist on a scale of 0–1 and when averaged, the ensemble

member with smallest mean metric is the best performing

simulation. Others have suggested combining different

metrics through multiplication (e.g. Christensen et al.

2010), however this assumes that the weights are inde-

pendent of each other which is not the case here. The

multiplicative method was also calculated and found to

produce only minor re-ordering of the models hence the

averaging method is used here.
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Two different approaches were used to standardise the

metrics. In the first approach, metrics were standardised for

each case study prior to pooling all metrics and calculating

the overall mean. In the second approach, metrics from all

case studies were first merged (per metric) and then

standardised before pooling and calculating the overall

mean. In the first case, each case study contributes equally

to the mean metric whilst in the latter case the larger

events, which tend to show greater separation between

ensemble members, have larger influence on the mean

metric. We refer to the former as a climatological ranking

and the latter as an impact ranking as the former method

weights all the case studies equally while the later gives

greater weight to the events with greater impacts, particu-

larly in terms of precipitation.

Two different methods were used to identify the optimal

ensemble member: uniform and stepwise. In the uniform

approach mean metrics are calculated and sorted in

ascending order to identify the best performing ensemble

members. In the stepwise method, the importance of a

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(e)

Fig. 8 Taylor diagrams for various case studies and variables. In

a–g all 36 ensemble members are shown: colour represents the cu

scheme: BMJ (red), KF(blue); filled or hollow represents the PBL

scheme: YSU (hollow), MYJ (filled); shapes represent the RA

schemes: Dudhia/RRTM (circle), CAM/CAM (square), RRTMG,

RRTMG (triangle). h and i show only the 18 ensemble members that

use the BMJ cu scheme. They use the same setup as a–g except that

the colour now represents the MP scheme: WSM3 (blue),

WSM5(red), WDM5 (green)
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physics scheme is considered by calculating the inter-

quartile range (and overall mean) of the mean metric for

each physical parametrisation. Given a large enough sam-

ple size this method could be applied using confidence

intervals calculated using a standard t test, however for

small sample sizes these statistics are not robust while the

range can always be calculated. This selection process can

be displayed using box-plots (see Figs. 9, 10). By exam-

ining each physics parametrisation in turn, the overlap

between the inter-quartile ranges can be calculated. If one

of the options for a physics scheme performs better (worse)

than the others and there is no overlap of the inter-quartile

ranges then this physics option is considered a robust

choice as a preferred (rejected) physical scheme. When

there is overlap between the inter-quartile ranges, the

amount of overlap indicates the robustness of the choice

such that, for high levels of overlap making a choice at all

is not warranted. In the first step of this approach the inter-

quartile ranges are calculated for each physics scheme from

all ensemble members. The most robust choice is then

made to keep (or reject) a particular scheme. In the second

step, the inter-quartile ranges are calculated again using the

remaining ensemble members. This can be repeated until a

best performing ensemble member is identified, with each

step providing a measure of the robustness of the choice

made. Hence, the four different ranking methods are:

(i) climatology-uniform, (ii) climatology-stepwise, (iii)

impact-uniform and (iv) impact-stepwise.

Table 2 displays the values for climatology-uniform and

impact-uniform results. The five top ranked ensemble

members are the same in both approaches, albeit in

somewhat different order: 25, 33, 36, 34, 11 for the former,

and 25, 33, 34, 36, 11 for the latter. The best performing

ensemble using either approach uses PBL option MYJ, cu

option KF, mp option WDM5 and ra options RRTM and

Dudhia. Overall the top five of each scheme appear to

consistently favour PBL option MYJ, cu option BMJ, mp

option WDM5 whilst the option for the ra scheme is more

variable. The mean metrics found in both cases show no

clear break between better and worse performing models.

In both approaches though, the worst performing schemes

do stand out. These are ensemble members 6, 3 and 9 in

both cases. These members have in common PBL option

YUS, cu option KF and ra options RRTMG and RRTMG.

This combination performed consistently poorly for pre-

cipitation, minimum temperature and sea level pressure

across all events. Thus for this region, and based on these

events, it is recommended that these three options not be

used in combination.

The stepwise approach to identify the optimal ensemble

member is more complex, involving a stepwise evaluation of

the mean metric inter-quartile ranges. Figures 9 and 10 show

box plots for the stepwise approaches, where the first row of

graphs shows the box plots for the first evaluation, the sec-

ond row shows the box plots for the second evaluation etc. In

Fig. 9 it can be seen that when comparing ensemble
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Fig. 9 Box plots of the climatic

mean metric split by physical

parameterisation. The second
row includes only models with

the MYJ PBL scheme. The third
row includes models with the

MYJ PBL scheme and excludes

those with the WSM3

microphysics scheme. The

fourth row additionally excludes

those containing the CAM

radiation scheme
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members using the climatological mean metric, the PBL

schemes have no overlap of their inter-quartile ranges,

therefore the choice of MYJ is a robust choice. After this the

inter-quartile ranges of all the remaining physical paramet-

risations overlap to some extent. The most robust choice is

the removal of the WSM3 mp scheme as its inter-quartile

range overlaps just under 30% with the other mp schemes

and is consistently worse. This suggests that a physics

combination that includes WSM3 is not likely to perform as

well as one that includes WSM5 or WDM5. Once ensemble

members that use this mp scheme are removed then the

remaining members that use the CAM ra scheme have

almost identical mean metrics that are consistently worse

than the other ra scheme simulations, thus these ensemble

members are removed. Thus while the choice to remove the

WSM3 mp scheme is not as robust as the choice to remove

the YSU PBL scheme, once this choice has been made

removal of the CAM radiation scheme becomes a robust

choice. This process results in eight ensemble members with

whom it is not possible to robustly choose between the

remaining parametrisations. That is, while it can be seen in

Fig. 9 that ensemble member 25 performs the best, it cannot

be robustly differentiated from the other seven remaining

members based on its parametrisations in a climatological

sense. This implies that one should choose the MYJ PBL

scheme and avoid the WSM3 mp scheme and the CAM ra

scheme, all other remaining combinations produce good

simulations in this climatological sense.

The impact mean metric results are shown in Fig. 10. In

this case there is again no overlap in the inter-quartile

ranges of the PBL schemes and the MYJ scheme can be

robustly chosen. In the next step the WSM3 overlaps just

over 30% with the other mp schemes and is consistently

worse, hence it is removed. In the final step CAM has little

to no overlap with the other radiation schemes, and is

removed as it is consistently worse. This again leaves eight

ensemble members that cannot be differentiated based on

their parametrisations. This implies that using this impact

mean metric one should choose the MYJ PBL scheme and

avoid the WSM3 mp scheme and the CAM ra scheme. All

other remaining combinations produce good simulations in

this impact sense and correspond with the ensemble

members found in the stepwise climatological approach.

The eight models identified in the stepwise approaches

include 4 of the top 5 models in the uniform approaches,

with most of the rest falling in the top half of all models.

The uniform approaches will always provide a model

ranking even though two models may have performance

that is indistinguishable from each other. This can make it

difficult to identify any discernible parameterisation pref-

erences within these approaches. The stepwise approach

eliminates parameterisations that are more likely to appear

in models with poor performance. This ensures a direct

relationship between model choice and parameterisation

performance. The fact that all four methods investigated

here identify the same four models as top performers
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Fig. 10 Box plots of the impact

mean metric split by physical

parameterisation. The second
row contain models with the

MYJ PBL scheme. The third
row contains models with the

MYJ PBL scheme but without

the WSM3 micro-physics

scheme. The fourth row
additionally excludes models

containing the CAM radiation

scheme
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provides increased confidence that these models are the

best choices to simulate the weather of this region.

6 Conclusions

This study evaluated the ability of a collection of WRF sim-

ulations to reproduce four East Coast Low events near the

south-east coast of Australia. A 36 member multi-physics

ensemble was used to explore the sensitivity of the simula-

tions to various physical parametrisations. These 36 members

were created by using two Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL)

schemes (YSU and MYJ), two cumulus (cu) schemes (KF,

BMJ), three microphysics (mp) schemes (WSM3, WSM5,

WDM5), and three radiation (ra) scheme combinations

(Dudhia ? RRTM, RRTMG ? RRTMG, CAM ? CAM).

Table 2 Rankings using the climatology-uniform and impact-uniform approaches

Rank Climatology-uniform Impact-uniform

Ens. id Mean metric Physic schemes Ens. id Mean metric Physics schemes

PBL cu MP RA PBL cu MP RA

1 25 0.395 MYJ KF WDM5 Dudhia 25 0.332 MYJ KF WDM5 Dudhia

2 33 0.413 MYJ BMJ WSM5 RRTMG 33 0.351 MYJ BMJ WDM5 Dudhia

3 36 0.414 MYJ BMJ WDM5 RRTMG 34 0.352 MYJ BMJ WDM5 Dudhia

4 34 0.417 MYJ BMJ WDM5 Dudhia 36 0.354 MYJ BMJ WDM5 RRTMG

5 11 0.421 MYJ BMJ WSM5 RRTMG 11 0.356 YSU BMJ WSM3 CAM

6 14 0.430 YSU BMJ WSM5 CAM 14 0.363 YSU BMJ WSM5 CAM

7 17 0.434 YSU BMJ WDM5 CAM 17 0.367 YSU BMJ WDM5 CAM

8 30 0.436 MYJ BMJ WSM3 RRTMG 20 0.371 MYJ KF WSM5 Dudhia

9 20 0.438 MYJ KF WSM5 Dudhia 30 0.373 MYJ BMJ WSM3 RRTMG

10 21 0.444 MYJ KF WSM3 RRTMG 31 0.374 MYJ BMJ WSM5 Dudhia

11 31 0.445 MYJ BMJ WSM5 Dudhia 22 0.380 MYJ KF WSM5 Dudhia

12 22 0.447 MYJ KF WSM5 Dudhia 21 0.384 MYJ KF WSM3 RRTMG

13 24 0.456 MYJ KF WSM5 RRTMG 35 0.386 MYJ BMJ WDM5 CAM

14 35 0.456 MYJ BMJ WDM5 CAM 26 0.389 MYJ KF WDM5 CAM

15 27 0.459 MYJ KF WDM5 RRTMG 29 0.391 MYJ BMJ WSM3 CAM

16 26 0.461 MYJ KF WDM5 CAM 24 0.395 MYJ KF WSM5 RRTMG

17 29 0.465 MYJ BMJ WSM3 CAM 27 0.396 MYJ KF WDM5 RRTMG

18 23 0.468 MYJ KF WSM5 CAM 23 0.398 MYJ KF WSM5 CAM

19 10 0.476 YSU BMJ WSM3 Dudhia 10 0.400 YSU BMJ WSM5 Dudhia

20 32 0.488 MYJ BMJ WSM5 CAM 32 0.411 MYJ KF WDM5 RRTMG

21 13 0.489 YSU BMJ WSM5 Dudhia 13 0.413 YSU BMJ WDM5 Dudhia

22 16 0.491 YSU BMJ WDM5 Dudhia 16 0.415 YSU BMJ WSM3 RRTMG

23 1 0.491 YSU KF WSM3 Dudhia 1 0.416 MYJ KF WSM5 RRTMG

24 12 0.496 YSU BMJ WSM3 RRTMG 12 0.419 YSU KF WSM3 Dudhia

25 2 0.497 YSU KF WSM3 CAM 2 0.423 YSU BMJ WDM5 RRTMG

26 5 0.500 YSU KF WSM5 CAM 18 0.424 YSU BMJ WDM5 RRTMG

27 8 0.502 YSU KF WDM5 CAM 15 0.426 YSU BMJ WSM5 RRTMG

28 18 0.503 YSU BMJ WDM5 RRTMG 5 0.426 YSU KF WSM5 CAM

29 15 0.506 YSU BMJ WSM5 RRTMG 8 0.428 YSU KF WDM5 CAM

30 7 0.514 YSU KF WDM5 Dudhia 7 0.436 YSU KF WSM3 CAM

31 4 0.526 YSU KF WSM5 Dudhia 4 0.447 YSU KF WDM5 CAM

32 19 0.528 MYJ KF WSM3 Dudhia 19 0.449 YSU KF WSM5 Dudhia

33 28 0.537 MYJ BMJ WSM3 Dudhia 28 0.457 MYJ BMJ WSM3 Dudhia

34 6 0.560 YSU KF WSM5 RRTMG 6 0.475 YSU KF WSM5 RRTMG

35 3 0.563 YSU KF WSM3 RRTMG 3 0.479 YSU KF WSM3 RRTMG

36 9 0.597 YSU KF WDM5 RRTMG 9 0.507 YSU KF WDM5 RRTMG

This table shows, ranking position, mean metric and associated physics scheme options
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Several observations can be made about the perfor-

mance of the multi-physics ensemble members. The dif-

ferences between the members of the multi-physics

ensemble are much smaller for relatively weak weather

systems than for strong or extreme weather systems. In

agreement with previous studies of WRF parametrisations,

no single member of the multi-physics ensemble performed

best for all cases, all variables, and all metrics.

The evaluation metric used also affected the ranking of

the ensemble members making identification of a single

preferred combination of physics parametrisations difficult.

Different sets of analysis did reveal preferences for some

physics schemes. From the temporal evolution it is difficult

to identify consistently well performing physics combina-

tions across all case studies. However, focusing just on the

best simulation in each case reveals a preference for MYJ

PBL, BMJ cu and Dudhia ? RRTM ra schemes. Pre-

liminary physical interpretation of the results suggests that

when tropical air-masses are entrained into the mid-lati-

tudes (Newy) the stronger mixing of the YSU PBL scheme

tends to induce more convection in the KF cu scheme and

lead to an overestimation of precipitation in this region.

Analysis of the overall bias reveals that the precipitation

is sensitive to the cu scheme with BMJ generally producing

lower bias. Both Tmax and Tmin are sensitive to the ra

scheme used though Tmin is most sensitive to the PBL

scheme with MYJ producing a smaller bias on average.

The MSLP and wind are both sensitive to the PBL and cu

schemes with the combination of YSU PBL and KF cu

consistently producing large positive biases. Comparison

of standard deviations, centred root mean square difference

and the pattern correlation reveals a preference for the BMJ

cu scheme and a slight preference for the MYJ PBL

scheme with no clear preferences found in the ra or mp

schemes.

As a compliment to the traditional method of combining

metrics into a single standardised measure of performance

one can also use the spread of performance for all ensemble

members containing a particular physics parametrisation in

order to choose the best parametrisations in a step-wise

fashion. Using a step-wise comparison process can indicate

when the choice of parametrisation is robust, yielding a

small collection of equally reliable ensemble members

across all events. Using multiple step-wise comparisons

can yield an even smaller collection of ensemble members

that produce reliable results across multiple events and

using multiple evaluation metrics. For this domain we

recommended ensemble members which contain the MYJ

PBL scheme, the BMJ cu scheme, the RRTMG or RRTM

ra schemes and either the WSM5 or WDM5 mp schemes.

Perhaps a more robust conclusion is that physics combi-

nations used in ensemble members 3, 6 and 9 should be

avoided for this region. That is any combination that

includes the YSU PBL scheme, KF cu scheme and

RRTMG ra scheme.

Further work under-way includes repeating this analysis

on additional events to more comprehensively evaluate

over all ECL types. These simulations are also being

analysed further to identify robust physical interpretations

of the impact of various physics schemes on the model

performance, beyond the preliminary results presented

here. The better performing physics scheme combinations

found here will be used to perform multi-decadal simula-

tions to further assess WRF capability to simulate ECLs.
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